Moyamoya disease: functional and neurocognitive outcomes in the pediatric and adult populations
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Object. Moyamoya disease is an occlusive cerebrovascular disorder commonly resulting in neurocognitive impairment. The cognitive outcome parameters commonly affected are intelligence, memory, executive function, and quality of life. In this paper, the authors review the existing literature on cognitive and clinical outcomes in adult and pediatric moyamoya populations separately.

Methods. A systematic review of the cognitive and clinical outcome literature was performed using the PubMed/MEDLINE database. Outcomes data were contrasted between adult and pediatric populations.

Results. Intelligence is the main cognitive outcome parameter affected in pediatric patients with moyamoya disease, whereas adults most commonly suffer from executive function impairment. Memory has not been studied sufficiently in pediatric patients, and its dysfunction in the adult population remains controversial. Quality of life has not been studied appropriately in either population. Surgical revascularization is the only beneficial treatment option, and a combination of direct and indirect bypass techniques has shown benefit, but the impact on the above-mentioned parameters has not been sufficiently elucidated.

Conclusions. Moyamoya disease affects the cognition and daily function in pediatric patients to a greater extent than in adult patients. Due to the rarity of the disease, there is a distinct lack of high-level evidence regarding cognitive and clinical outcomes. (DOI: 10.3171/2011.3.FOCUS1150)
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Moyamoya disease is a chronic cerebrovascular condition characterized by progressive stenosis of the arteries of the circle of Willis. This progressive occlusion leads to the recruitment of a large number of collateral vessels, giving moyamoya its characteristic “puff of smoke” appearance on angiographic studies. The Ministry of Health and Welfare of Japan has subdivided moyamoya presentation into 4 categories: ischemic (63.4%), hemorrhagic (21.6%), epileptic (7.6%), and “other” (7.5%). However, these categories are not mutually exclusive; patients with moyamoya disease can have hemorrhagic transformation of an ischemic stroke.

Abbreviations used in this paper: CBF = cerebral blood flow; CVRS-II = California Visual Reproduction Subtest–Second Edition; DCS = dysexecutive cognitive syndrome; D-KEFS = Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System; EDAS = encephaloduroarteriosynangiosis; FSIQ = full-scale IQ; mRS = modified Rankin Scale; OEF = oxygen extraction fraction; PIQ = performance IQ; QOL = quality of life; rCBV = regional cerebral blood volume; rTTP = regional time to peak; SF-36 = 36-Item Short Form Health Survey; TIA = transient ischemic attack; VIQ = verbal IQ; WMT-RVRS = Wechsler Memory Test–Revised Visual Reproduction Subtest.
intellectual functioning is often affected. The majority of outcome literature has focused on the neuropsychological aspect of children with the disease, whereas few studies have analyzed this outcome in adults. Vessel stenosis has been shown to progress at a faster rate in pediatric patients than in adults. This progression has been associated with lower intelligence levels in pediatric patients. The parameter that has been most commonly used to assess the mental status of moyamoya patients is the FSIQ. Other parameters include memory, executive functioning, and QOL. Clinical outcome has also been studied, with a specific focus on recurrent TIAs, cerebral infarction, and hemorrhage.

Moyamoya treatment aims at improving cerebral perfusion and decreasing neovessel formation, thus preventing future hemorrhagic and/or ischemic events. No medical treatment has been proven efficacious. Surgical treatment can be broken down into 3 categories: direct, indirect, and combined revascularization. The direct bypass procedure involves the anastomosis of a branch of the external carotid artery, typically the superficial temporal artery with the middle cerebral artery. Indirect revascularization involves the transposition of a biological vascularized graft onto the ischemic region of the brain, therefore inducing growth of new vessels. Various indirect techniques exist. Encephalomyosynangiosis involves use of the temporalis muscle, and is one of the most commonly applied techniques. Another common indirect procedure is EDAS, in which an external carotid artery branch, typically the superficial temporal artery, is transposed to the ischemic tissue. The dural layer may also be folded into the subdural space to induce more neovessel formation. The combination of these techniques, encephaloduroarterio-miosynangiosis, is used to provide further revascularization. Grafts that are used less commonly include the pericranial flap, omental tissue, and gracilis muscle.

Methods

For this review, a systematic search of the English-language literature was performed with the PubMed/MEDLINE database by searching for the following keywords and various combinations thereof: “Moyamoya Disease,” “Surgery,” “Treatment,” and “Outcome.” This search initially retrieved 29 articles, which were reviewed and separated into pediatric and adult categories. The reference lists of the relevant articles were reviewed for additional sources, and 55 articles were included in the final review.

Pediatric Outcomes

Cognitive Outcomes

Intelligence. Intelligence is the most studied cognitive parameter in pediatric patients with moyamoya disease. The most commonly used intelligence tests are the Wechsler Intelligence Scale and its variations, including the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Revised (WISC-R), the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI), and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Third Edition (WISC-III). The FSIQ has 2 components: the VIQ and the PIQ. The VIQ is a measure of verbal comprehension and working memory, whereas the PIQ is a measure of perceptual organization and processing speed. The extent of cognitive impairment has been correlated with the degree of vascular occlusion. Hence, the effect of revascularization surgery, direct and/or indirect, on cognitive functioning has been the focus of multiple studies.

In patients with moyamoya disease, intelligence is commonly diminished relative to the general population. In one study, Kuroda et al. measured the FSIQ scores of 52 pediatric Japanese patients and compared these with scores from the general Japanese population. A significantly higher proportion of moyamoya patients were mentally impaired (as defined by an FSIQ score < 70) than were controls (15.4% and 2.2%, respectively). There were no significant differences between moyamoya patients and controls in all other intelligence score ranges.

One point of controversy is whether the diminished intelligence is due to a secondary condition accompanying moyamoya disease or is directly a product of the disease process. Hogan et al. provided evidence for the latter in their analysis of intellectual function in non-Japanese children with moyamoya who also had sickle cell anemia. The prevalence of sickle cell anemia in moyamoya patients is higher than in the general population. Participants were grouped into patients with both moyamoya disease and sickle cell anemia, and a control group of patients with sickle cell anemia alone. Intelligence scores in children in the group with moyamoya disease and sickle cell anemia were significantly lower than those in the control group (VIQ, p = 0.003; PIQ, p = 0.002). Additionally, a statistically significant reduction in PIQ independent of sickle cell anemia was seen in patients with moyamoya disease relative to those without moyamoya disease (p = 0.004), indicating a probable direct link between the moyamoya disease process and intelligence regression.

Moyamoya disease has been postulated to cause progressive cognitive decline. Serial intelligence testing has been used to analyze this deterioration throughout the course of the disease. Suzuki and Takaku defined angiographic stages in relation to the degree of occlusion. The stenoses have been shown to progress until adolescence and stabilize by the age of 20 years. Furthermore, older children tend to have worse cognitive impairment than younger children. Imaizumi et al. stratified patients by disease period and measured serial IQ scores. Patients with the disease for < 5 years showed significantly higher IQs than those afflicted for 5–10 years or for > 10 years (p = 0.004 and p = 0.001, respectively). However, no significant difference in intelligence existed between patients whose disease had been diagnosed > 5 years earlier and those who received their diagnosis > 10 years earlier. These results mimic the trend of disease progression. In another study, Ishii et al. stratified preoperative patients by age and found that the mean FSIQ of older pediatric patients was lower than that of younger pediatric patients (patients between 13 and 16 years old: FSIQ = 82.6 ± 16.4; patients between 5 and 8 years old: FSIQ = 108.0 ± 12.9 [mean ± SD]).
Surgical revascularization has been proven beneficial in slowing cognitive decline in pediatric moyamoya patients. The cognitive effects of EDAS were studied by Matsushima et al. in 65 pediatric moyamoya patients. The authors measured intelligence by using IQ scores for children > 5 years of age and development quotient scores for children < 5 years. Although there was no improvement postoperatively, the surgery halted the cognitive decline, with intelligence scores stabilizing postoperatively. In another study, the same group of authors found that patients had normal intelligence levels 9.5 years postoperatively, given a preoperative FSIQ of > 70 (FSIQ = 100.0 ± 15.5; VIQ = 100.0 ± 15.7; PIQ = 100.2 ± 16.3). However, when disease onset occurs before the 3rd year of life, cognitive function has been shown not to improve.

Decreased CBF has been correlated with diminished intelligence. Ishii et al. correlated pre- and postoperative CBF levels with IQ scores in moyamoya patients. Preoperatively, patients with lower FSIQ scores generally had lower CBF values. Postoperatively, FSIQ improved or remained unchanged in 14, and PIQ improved or remained unchanged in 13 of the 15 tested patients. The patients with improved intelligence showed corresponding CBF improvement.

Although intelligence scores generally stabilize after surgical revascularization, this is not always the case. Kuroda et al. attributed poor cognitive outcome to 2 independent factors: 1) completed stroke as opposed to TIA (OR 33.4, 95% CI 2.4–474), and 2) “small craniotomy” surgery (OR 19.6, 95% CI 1.8–215). Revascularization by indirect bypass can only occur within the surgical window, because vascularized grafts can only be as large as this window. Furthermore, frontal lobe CBF has been correlated with intellectual development.

Because “small craniotomy” moyamoya surgeries are generally confined to the temporoparietal region, intelligence may not fully recover. Therefore, Kuroda et al. concluded that a “large craniotomy” is necessary to provide maximal revascularization and therefore obtain the best cognitive outcome. This issue needs further study and must be measured against the risk incurred to collateral dural-to-pial anastomoses, which could be threatened by a larger craniotomy.

Memory. The vast majority of studies regarding cognitive outcome of pediatric moyamoya patients have focused on intelligence as a measure of higher functioning. Although there have not been many studies concerning memory, the present literature implies that memory is not impaired relative to other cognitive parameters. One study reported the neuropsychological testing of 2 pediatric moyamoya patients, in which memory was one of the parameters analyzed. The authors used sections of the Wide Range Assessment of Memory and Learning test, including picture memory, story memory, design memory, and sentence memory to assess memory pre- and postoperatively. Although these measures were generally not impaired preoperatively, they still showed a notable gain in function postoperatively.

Executive Function. Executive function is the ability to plan and perform a series of actions in an effort to accomplish a specific motor goal. The integrity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortices of the frontal lobes is required for this function. This function has not been examined in pediatric moyamoya patients.

Quality of Life. There are very few papers exploring the QOL of children with moyamoya disease. The potential improvement in QOL postoperatively is a major consideration in the decision for surgical intervention. Guzman et al. prospectively reported on the QOL in both adult and pediatric moyamoya patients treated at Stanford University Medical Center. The series involved 450 revascularization procedures performed in 329 patients, 96 of whom were children. The mRS was used as a QOL assessment tool. The authors found that 71.2% of patients had significantly improved postoperative mRS scores. Improvement by 1–2 points on the mRS was seen in 67.8% of patients. The best predictor of a good postoperative mRS score (0–2) was a preoperative mRS score of ≤ 2 (OR 26, p < 0.0001). Whereas the mRS score is a measure of disability, QOL is a much broader parameter that takes into account multiple dimensions, including physical, psychological, and social health. Quality of life measures such as the SF-36 have been used successfully to examine long-term QOL in stroke patients. A multiple-domain test such as the SF-36 would give a more complete understanding of QOL in moyamoya patients, as it has in stroke patients. However, as a first measure, Guzman et al. provided an interesting insight into the postoperative improvement in QOL of moyamoya patients.

Clinical Outcome

Clinical outcome studies have focused on TIA, cerebral infarction, and hemorrhage. In one study of conservatively treated pediatric patients, TIA occurred most frequently during the first 4 years after disease onset, with the incidence declining thereafter. Surgical revascularization has been shown to decrease the incidence of stroke and TIA. Matsushima et al. quantified the regression in TIA incidence by studying 65 pediatric moyamoya patients pre- and post-EDAS. Patients continued to have ischemic events until a mean of 239 days postoperatively, after which no ischemic events were recorded. Symptoms including headache, seizure, and involuntary movements disappeared after the last ischemic event. The authors concluded that EDAS effectively eliminates long-term ischemic episodes.

The major predictors of clinical outcome in the pediatric population remain controversial. Darwish and Besser hypothesized that postoperative clinical outcome primarily correlated with clinical status at presentation. These authors studied 16 children with moyamoya disease and examined trends in mRS scores pre- and postoperatively. These mRS scores and the number of postoperative ischemic events only correlated with the clinical presentation and were not related to the type of revascularization procedure or patient age.

Other studies have analyzed predictors of clinical outcome from the perspective of hemodynamic parameters. Kim et al. retrospectively analyzed 67 pediatric moyamoya...
moyamoya patients, and found the main predictors of long-term clinical outcome to be age at onset, type of surgical revascularization procedure, and postoperative cerebral hemodynamics. Furthermore, after analyzing 77 pediatric moyamoya patients by using postoperative basal/acetazolamide stress brain perfusion SPECT at 6 and 12 months postoperatively, So et al. found that clinical outcome correlated best with cerebrovascular reserve. In addition, these authors measured a cerebrovascular reserve index and quantitatively showed a correlation between vascular reserve and clinical outcome. They concluded that postoperative SPECT results and cerebrovascular reserve index values predict clinical outcome in pediatric moyamoya patients.

Cerebral blood volume might also be used as a predictor of clinical outcome. Quantitative MR perfusion imaging can be used to study hemodynamic parameters, including rTTP and rCBV. Using this imaging technique, Yun et al. found that the rTTP was significantly shorter postoperatively than preoperatively (p < 0.001) and that the rCBV was significantly lower postoperatively than preoperatively (p = 0.014). Large rTTP delays and high rCBV levels preoperatively are due to dispersion of contrast material throughout the extensive network of collateral vessels. These values are both decreased postoperatively. Also, change in the rTTP was a significant predictor of clinical outcome, whereas change in the rCBV showed no such correlation.

**Adult Outcomes**

**Cognitive Outcomes**

**Intelligence.** In the few reports regarding intelligence in adult moyamoya patients, cognition has been shown to be less affected in adults than in children. Karzmark et al. confirmed this finding by measuring IQ scores with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale–Third Edition (WAIS-III) in 36 adult patients. The mean FSIQ score was 95. The normal intelligence levels seen in adult patients contrast with the generally diminished intelligence seen in the pediatric moyamoya population. Further evidence was provided with the neuropsychological testing of 29 adults in which various forms of the adult Wechsler scales for intelligence were used. The adult patients had a mean IQ score of 98.7 ± 17.2, which is comparable to that of the general population.

**Memory.** Memory has been studied more extensively in adult patients than in children. However, there is still controversy regarding the effects of moyamoya disease on memory in the adult population. The 2 main tests that have been used to examine adult memory function are the CVRS-II and the WMT-RVRS. Festa et al. used neuropsychological testing to assess memory function in 29 adult patients. At initial presentation, 31% of patients showed verbal memory dysfunction on the delayed list recall test. The overall memory domain score was 1.1 SDs below the mean. The authors localized the impaired cognitive functions, including memory, to subcortical and frontal systems. The fact that these regions do not correspond with the regions of ischemia implies that the neurocognitive impairment may also be due to chronic hypoperfusion, in addition to acute localized ischemic events. Based on this finding, the authors concluded that overall cognitive dysfunction might be an indication for surgical intervention.

Other studies have found memory to be unaffected in adult patients. Using subsets of the CVRS-II and WMT-RVRS, Karzmark et al. analyzed memory in 36 adult moyamoya patients. Of all cognitive parameters tested, memory showed the lowest rates of impairment. Therefore, the authors concluded that medial temporal function is relatively spared in patients with moyamoya disease.

**Executive Function.** Executive function has also been studied more extensively in adults than in children. The major dimensions of executive function include flexibility of thinking, problem solving, motor planning, impulse control, and concept formation. The main tests that have been used to measure these dimensions are the D-KEFS Design Fluency Test, the Letter and Category Fluency Tests, and the Trail-Making Test Part B. The D-KEFS test assesses flexibility of thinking, impulse control, and planning. The Letter and Category Fluency Tests examine semantic knowledge. The Trail-Making Test Part B analyzes frontal lobe function in terms of problem solving and motor planning.

Analysis of existing literature revealed executive function to be considerably impaired in adult moyamoya patients. Festa et al. found the executive function of 29 adult patients to be significantly diminished, with a mean Trail-Making Test Part B score that was 1.3 SDs below the mean. Karzmark et al. found executive function to be the most impaired cognitive parameter in moyamoya patients. Of 36 adult patients, 11% showed impairment on the D-KEFS test, and 42% showed impairment on the Trail-Making Test Part B. Furthermore, 47% of patients showed Letter Fluency impairment and 44% showed Category Fluency impairment. Due to its role in executive function, the frontal lobe is thought to be directly affected in adult moyamoya patients.

**Quality of Life.** An extensive look at QOL in this population has not yet been performed. Some elements of QOL, including mRS and depression, have been studied to some degree. As previously mentioned, Guzman et al. found that mRS scores improved postoperatively in adults and in children. In another study, Festa et al. measured depression with the Centers for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale. The authors found that 8 (28%) of 29 patients showed evidence of depression. However, depression did not correlate with other neurocognitive findings, nor did it mirror the extent of cognitive impairment. In another study, only 2 (5.6%) of 36 adults reported a moderate level of depression, defined as a Beck Depression Inventory–II score between 20 and 28. Depression prevalence has been found to be between 20% and 40% after acute neurological events such as stroke. Karzmark et al. rationalized the low prevalence of depression found...
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in moyamoya patients by the progressive nature of the disease. They argued that moyamoya patients do not realize the severity of their condition in terms of its impact on their ability to perform daily activities. Self-reported depression may underestimate the true detriment to QOL; therefore, QOL assessment is a fertile ground for future studies.

Perfusion. Hypoperfusion has been hypothesized as a principal cause of the cognitive decline seen in adult moyamoya patients. In turn, improved perfusion postoperatively has been hypothesized to correlate with improved cognitive functioning. This relationship, though, has yet to be fully comprehended. To our knowledge only 1 series and 2 case reports have ever been published on the subject. All 3 studies revealed a correlation between cerebral perfusion as measured by perfusion-weighted MR imaging and neurological function pre- and postoperatively. Wityk et al. reported the improved cognitive function of a 24-year-old patient with moyamoya disease at a single follow-up evaluation 1 year postoperatively. The improved cognitive function was associated with a markedly increased perfusion of the involved hemisphere. Jefferson et al. reported serial neurocognitive testing of a 48-year-old moyamoya patient preoperatively and at 5 weeks postoperatively. They found a dramatic improvement in cognitive domains, specifically verbal learning and delayed recall, which correlated with a drastic increase in perfusion. Calviere et al. compared perfusion between 6 moyamoya patients with DCS and 4 moyamoya patients without DCS. Perfusion was significantly lower in those with DCS (p = 0.019) than in those without. Although these reports clearly revealed a correlation between increased perfusion and improved cognitive outcome, more data are needed and a prospective registry with serial cognitive and imaging follow-ups is warranted for further enhancement of our understanding of this observed phenomenon.

Clinical Outcome

Clinical outcome in adult moyamoya patients has been analyzed in terms of recurrent TIA, cerebral infarction, and hemorrhage. The postoperative risk of TIA and ischemic stroke decreases dramatically after revascularization. This decreased risk was quantified in a study of 43 post-EDAS adult moyamoya patients in North America. The primary outcomes studied were TIA, infarction, graft collateralization, mRS score, and perfusion changes. Postoperatively, 82% of the hemispheres showed increased perfusion, and 96% showed some collateral formation within the surgical region. The 5-year infarction-free survival rate was significantly increased, from 36% to 94% in hemispheres treated surgically (p = 0.007). Surgical intervention reduced the risk of infarction by 89%. Furthermore, the postoperative incidence of TIA was reduced from 58% on presentation to 7% during a median 41-month follow-up period (range 4–126 months). From these results, the authors concluded that indirect bypass procedures such as EDAS promote sufficient development of collateral vasculature, preventing future TIA and infarction.

Increased OEF can identify hemodynamic impairment, potentially predicting future ischemic events. An ongoing study by Zipfel et al. is prospectively analyzing the strength of OEF as a predictor of ipsilateral stroke and clinical outcome in moyamoya patients. These authors measure OEF levels with PET imaging on admission and at 1 and 3 years postoperatively. The interim results revealed that an elevation in cerebral OEF is frequently seen in moyamoya patients as a compensatory response to decreased perfusion. Hemodynamic impairment and increased OEF are predictors of stroke in carotid artery occlusion disorder; and Zipfel et al. are attempting to correlate these factors in moyamoya patients.

Surgical Techniques and Outcomes

In relation to the clinical and cognitive outcomes of both pediatric and adult patients, the efficacy of surgical procedures used to treat moyamoya disease has undergone much investigation. Although either indirect or direct bypass techniques have been proven superior to one another, surgical intervention is the only successful treatment for moyamoya disease. In a subsequent study, 25 pediatric moyamoya patients were followed, of whom 10 underwent surgical treatment, whereas 15 were treated conservatively. Surgical intervention was found to be more effective than conservative treatment in preventing poor cognitive outcome, especially if done early in the clinical course.

There is currently no clear consensus on the ideal timing for revascularization surgery. A National Japanese survey found 1.5% of patients with moyamoya disease to be asymptomatic; 21.2% of these patients became symptomatic within a mean of 3.7 years. Narisawa et al. followed up on adult moyamoya patients who underwent direct bypass in 63 hemispheres and were treated conservatively in 47 asymptomatic hemispheres. Six (12.8%) of the 47 conservatively treated patients showed stenosis progression, whereas no cerebrovascular events were reported among surgically treated patients. The authors consequently drew the conclusion that asymptomatic moyamoya patients are at risk for disease progression and should undergo revascularization if they have ischemic symptoms or signs of stenotic progression.

The majority of the literature comparing direct and indirect bypass has found no significant difference in long-term outcome between the 2 procedures. However, in one study the 2 techniques were compared by retrospectively reviewing 368 moyamoya revascularization cases, and the investigators found that immediate postoperative ischemic events were more common after indirect revascularization (OR 5.8, 95% CI 1.96–17.2). This could be due to the fact that indirect revascularization initiates a chronic sequence of chemical and biological events involving various growth factors that promote vessel formation only after 3–4 months postoperatively. On the other hand, direct bypass immediately improves perfusion to the affected area. The literature suggests that a
combination of direct and indirect bypass is preferable, and in the long term no significant difference in outcome exists between the 2 procedures.  

Conclusions

Moyamoya disease is an important cause of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke. The combination of indirect and direct revascularization techniques is the recommended surgical approach and is beneficial to both clinical and cognitive outcomes. Neurocognitive impairment differs between adult and pediatric populations. Intelligence is the most affected cognitive parameter in children, whereas executive function is the most impaired parameter in adults. Very few studies have analyzed QOL in either population. Advancements in perfusion imaging will allow for a clearer understanding of the disease progression and long-term outcome of moyamoya patients.
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